# Arecont Vision®
## Megapixel IP Cameras

## Contera™ Series
- Made in USA Compliant
- Industry-Standard ASIC IC Architecture
- H.264
- H.265
- SNAPstream™
- SNAPstream+™
- Enhanced WDR™
- NightView™
- Smart IR or Standard IR
- Adjustable IR or Standard IR
- Industry-Standard Cybersecurity
  - Maximum Cybersecurity
- Multi-Stream at Full FPS
- Defog Technology
- 360º Panoramic
- 180º Panoramic
- Omni-Directional Multi-Sensors
- 4K & UltraHD Models
- SD Card Support
- ONVIF S Compliant
- ONVIF G Compliant

## Megal™ Series
- Made in USA Compliant
- Industry-Standard ASIC IC Architecture
- H.264
- H.265
- SNAPstream™
- SNAPstream+™
- Enhanced WDR™
- NightView™
- Smart IR or Standard IR
- Adjustable IR or Standard IR
- Industry-Standard Cybersecurity
  - Maximum Cybersecurity
- Multi-Stream at Full FPS
- Defog Technology
- 360º Panoramic
- 180º Panoramic
- Omni-Directional Multi-Sensors
- 4K & UltraHD Models
- SD Card Support
- ONVIF S Compliant
- ONVIF G Compliant

Visit www.arecontvision.com for individual model features & specifications.